FOR GOOD MEASURE

Radio Examines Nielsen

F

acing heavy criticism last summer, Nielsen addressed concerns over the reliability of PPM after more than 600 broadcasters began using the third party Voltair
processor to overcome what they saw as PPM encoding deficiencies. To its credit,
Nielsen recognized the gravity of the situation and attempted to improve its technology. More recently, concerns over PPM methodology have dogged the company, thanks
in part to a series of penetrating articles from media strategist and researcher Mark
Ramsey on Nielsen allowing up to 16 meters in a single household. In the middle of it
all, two notable independent broadcasters stopped subscribing to PPM, not to mention
another operating in a diary market.
While it’s too early to tell if radio is coming to a crossroads with Nielsen, there’s a
sense broadcasters are warming to the idea. With revenues declining, managers are
beginning to ask just how much bang they’re getting for their Nielsen buck, what
their other options are now and what they might look like in the future.

DECISION BAKING
Norfolk became the first PPM-measured market
without a subscribing Country station this summer,
and not because there aren’t any. Sinclair’s WUSH
stopped subscribing in June 2014
and Max’s WGH followed suit
this July. When both stations last
subscribed they represented a
combined 10.6 share and cume
of more than a half-million.
Because those decisions were
made cluster-wide, almost half
of Norfolk’s 21 stations do not
subscribe to Nielsen.
Dave Paulus
The idea had been kicked
around at Max/Norfolk for most of VP/GM Dave
Paulus’ six-year tenure, but picked up steam at the end
of their latest Nielsen contract.
Months were spent consulting
managers who were either considering dropping the service or
had already done so. “I didn’t
run into a lot of people who had
given it up and wished they had
it back,” he says.
One manager who opted
out was Dick Broadcasting/
Dick Harlow
Greensboro (#46) VP/GM
Dick Harlow, who in January became the only PPM
subscriber to date to drop Nielsen and sign on instead
with Eastlan. The company owns just two stations, Top
40 WKZL and Classic Rock WKRR, and couldn’t justify
the expense. “The fees we were paying Nielsen were

the same as when the market was seeing seven, eight
and 10% growth, not a three, seven and 9% loss. So
I asked them, ‘While we’re cutting expenses like any
business would do, why would
yours continue to go up?’”
Nielsen eventually countered, but it wasn’t enough
to sell Harlow. “There was an
enticement to renew, but the
contract grew in subsequent
years to where you were back
at the same number you were
starting with.”
Ron Stone
Paulus’ decision not to
renew, like Harlow’s, was largely guided by return on
investment, as illustrated by his well-publicized letter
to clients explaining the change. Reaction so far, he
says, has been positive. “Everybody seems to get it,”
Paulus contends. “A lot of the clients and sellers know
it’s going to make their lives a little bit more challenging, but everybody understands these are questions
companies are asking themselves all over the country,
especially smaller ones like ours.”
Adams Radio, which owns 19 full-power stations in
four markets and five FM translators, is among them.
Four of the signals are in Las Cruces, NM (#213),
where a Fall 2015 diary anomaly with Adams’ marketleading Country KGRT prompted CEO Ron Stone to
let his contract run out. “KGRT has always been No.
1 or No. 2 in the market,” he explains. “We suddenly
lost 80% of our women [25-54] with that book.” Stone
called his Nielsen rep. “I didn’t even want to get into
it about methodology,” he continues. “I just wanted to

talk about the fact that it’s not even possible for KGRT
– which had changed nothing at all from one book
to another – to have that dramatic of a drop in our
female numbers.”
Women were back in the next book and “stronger
than ever before” Stone says, but he’d made up his
mind to not renew. “It still shows how unreliable it is
from book to book,” he argues. “Those kinds of dramatic swings reduce their credibility to zero. And not
just in our eyes, in the eyes of people who are using it
to buy advertising.”
Adams was joined in the move by its four-station
crosstown competitor Bravo Mic, which left the market with no Nielsen subscribers. “We talked about it,
had Eastlan come in and present to us both and it just
made sense,” Stone says. By August, both clusters were
Eastlan subscribers.
The same is likely to happen when contracts are up
in Fort Wayne (#114), where Adams is the last remaining Nielsen subscriber, and in Salisbury-Ocean City, MD
(#138). That possibility, Stone says, is based as much
on how he perceives Nielsen’s reliability as its cost. “We
pay $180,000 a year to have Nielsen numbers in Fort
Wayne,” he says. “In Las Cruces we were paying $83,000
a year and Bravo Mic was paying something similar. So
between both companies in Las Cruces, they were getting about the same price they get from just us in Fort
Wayne. But the sample size from Fort Wayne to Las
Cruces isn’t incredibly different, if at all.”
ADJUSTMENT NEEDED
Reasoning aside, dropping Nielsen isn’t without
repercussions, especially in sales, and Dick Harlow did
what he could ahead of time to minimize the fallout.
His stations signed up with Eastlan a few months
before their Nielsen contract expired, which allowed
sellers to examine the data and methodology of each
service with their clients. Local-direct customers
were generally indifferent about the change, Harlow
says, but reaction from agencies was mixed. Some
were very clear in that they placed schedules based
on Nielsen data exclusively. “And we said, ‘Fine,’” he
recalls. “We’ll price our product at what we consider
to be fair prices, and if you agree you can place an
order. If you don’t, maybe we miss you.’ But so far it
just hasn’t adversely affected us.”
Leaving Nielsen in diary locales can be easier since
smaller markets tend to be less reliant on agencyplaced national business. “We had conversations
with our national rep firms and were told that from
a national revenue perspective it would not impact
us,” Stone explains of Adams/Las Cruces’ departure.
“Worst-case was that Las Cruces would become what
they consider to be a ‘cost-per-spot’ market and we really wouldn’t see a decrease in national business.”
All operators and markets aren’t created equal,
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however. One small-market sales manager at a sixstation conglomerate-owned cluster estimates 15% or
more of her group’s annual revenue – placed mostly
by national agencies outside the market – would be at
serious risk if they were to drop Nielsen. “We would
have to make up for it with local-direct business or
through other revenue streams,” she says.
Retaining national business is the biggest challenge when dropping Nielsen, in part because buyers
tend to purchase a market’s strongest two or three
stations as defined by a Nielsen ranker. And like it or
not, the seller’s best tool for overcoming a marginal
disadvantage in a ranker is Nielsen’s qualitative
data. But that’s not easy today, even for a subscriber,
because buyers on the whole are operating with
smaller staffs and dealing with two and three times
the workload compared to days past. “So the likelihood of a buyer looking at a massive qualitative story
about why a station works better for a client at a 0.6
than a station at a 0.7 is just not as likely,” Paulus explains. “They need to move quickly.” In other words,
national buys are increasingly taking the path of least
resistance, and not having Nielsen’s data locally most
often equals resistance.
Harlow concedes adjustments are required to sell
without Nielsen, but he’s not worried. While data help
paint a picture of how valuable a station’s audience
is, so does growing a client’s business. A few weeks
ago in Greensboro, a small
WKRR advertiser emailed their
rep to say 14 people had come
in and referenced their radio
campaign. “So we provided all
our sellers with that email and
said, ‘Hey, when somebody tells
you our share in the most recent
monthly is off by two-tenths of a
point, show ‘em this email and
Mark McKay
tell ‘em to shut up.’”
And how is life without Nielsen in programming?
“It’s freeing in that I don’t have to worry about
seeing them,” quips WGH PD Mark McKay about
the monthlies. “And I don’t know that anyone on
our airstaff has felt any great sense of loss. Truth be
told, I’d usually run through the numbers when they
came and say, ‘Here are the highlights, here are the
lowlights. Go do good radio.’”
The decision hasn’t changed McKay’s approach,
at least not yet. “It does make me wonder how many
incorrect decisions were made based on data that
might not be reliable,” he says, something McKay
ponders not just for WGH, but for the industry as a
whole. “I have told staff they have to be more amenable to collaborating with sales since that’s who will
be affected most.”
STATION ALTERNATIVE
Like Stone and Harlow, radio broadcasters searching for another ratings vendor often end up at
Eastlan. The company launched in 1999 with a focus
on serving small and unrated markets and operates
in almost 100 today. Harlow’s decision in Greensboro
to contract Eastlan has brought new attention to the
comparatively modest enterprise. “Does one customer
and some noise signify a movement? I think it’s too
soon to tell,” Eastlan CEO Mike
Gould observes, noting that in
recent years it’s become increasingly difficult for broadcasters
to find meaningful ways to
save money that don’t involve
reductions in staff. “That means
you have to look through your
vendors. Ratings is a place now,
Mike Gould
perhaps for the first time in
larger markets, where many broadcasters will look.
Small markets have been doing that all along and
that’s why Eastlan exists.” Eastlan’s low profile
means not everyone is familiar with its methodology.
Some assume it uses an approach similar to Nielsen’s
diary, but Gould notes some key differences. Among
them are significantly larger sample sizes, a one-survey-per-household rule and less reliance on weighting since the company is able to monitor completed
samples daily. While Nielsen may not know a sample
is deficient for weeks, the argument goes, Eastlan can
identify a problem and redouble its effort almost immediately to meet its goal. The data itself is gathered
through a combination of telephone interviews and
what Gould characterizes as an “e-diary,” basically an
email that invites people to detail their radio listening over a 24-hour period – not weekly. “Nationally
about 50% is done by phone and about 50% is done
electronically,” Gould says.
Dick Broadcasting/Greensboro OM Jason Goodman likes what he’s seen from Eastlan so far. “They
survey around 2,500 people over three months, but
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every week they’re rotating out three to four hundred,” Goodman explains, something he says would
have been useful when a competitor experienced a
questionable ratings spike a few years ago. “The AC
station suddenly pulled a 50 share with Women 18-24
where they normally pull single shares. Nielsen told
me there were a couple families that had listeners in
the demo with very high exposure to that station.”
Goodman says the anomaly
lasted for six months before
suddenly dropping to zero, noting, “If they had been rotating
people off the panel weekly, that
would’ve trended out quickly.”
Eastlan costs considerably
less than its larger competitor as well. Harlow doesn’t
Jason Goodman disclose what his company is
paying, but estimates savings of
60%. Stone puts his as high as 75% for Adams/Las
Cruces and its competitor. “Each customer arrives
taking a different path,” Gould says. “I do know that
if the price of Nielsen and Eastlan were the same,
we wouldn’t be around today. The fact that we cost
significantly less in most cases is why we’re able to at
least engage the dialogue.”
Paulus explored the Eastlan option, but decided
to go without ratings for the time being. “We want to
see how it feels for the next 60 or 90 days without anything,” he says. “We’ll probably have some moments
where we won’t have the knowledge that maybe some
others will, but we’ll hope everyone treats us fairly and
we’ll treat them fairly in return.”
BIG BOX DATA
Radio ratings have largely revolved around three
basic metrics for the better part of 60 years: what station is being listened to, for how long and by whom
(basic demographics). For most of that time, that’s
all anyone was capable of knowing. Advertisers were

exposure,” he adds. Naturally, Shazam, iHeartRadio and
NextRadio are good places to start.
Bouvard formerly worked at TiVo and points to
the more than two million households of set top data
the company has on its users as an example of what
radio could do. His example is a large insurance
company that keeps a data log detailing when people
call in to get quotes on premiums. Comparing that
data with TiVo’s tuning data helps the insurance
company understand the kinds of campaigns, channels and programming that work best in prompting
those calls. “It’s amazing what you can do when you
get a couple million of anything,” Bouvard says. “So
things like Shazam and NextRadio give us the advantage of bigger sample sizes. Not to replace Nielsen,
but to better answer advertiser questions about
targeting and about measurement.”
The aims of the Shazam partnership and Nielsen’s
radio ratings are complementary, Bouvard contends,
something Nielsen CEO Mitch Barns seems to agree
with. In an article written last year for the technology and media website Re/Code, Barns argued that
“gathering truly comprehensive data will involve
negotiating with multiple owners who will share
their data only with those they trust to keep it safe
and use it impartially. Independent data, always an
important element when financial decisions are
on the line, will be more vital than ever.” In other
words, Nielsen data – ratings included – will remain
an important player in what’s becoming a far bigger,
if not different, game.
And it’s a game Nielsen is already playing. As the
company was rolling out PPM in 2009, it partnered
with consumer information and analytics company
Catalina Marketing in a 50/50 joint venture now
known as Nielsen Catalina. Its mission? “To help marketers and media companies measure and improve
advertising performance by accurately linking what
consumers watch, see or hear (whether on television,
the web, in print, or on the radio) with what they buy.”

says...
Country Aircheck’s request for an interview was
declined. Nielsen instead
provided this statement:
Audio is a vital medium that
delivers a large and valuable audience for advertisers. In fact, our
data confirms radio’s strength as
the leading weekly reach medium.
Nielsen provides the audio
industry with best in class mea-

surement that facilitates billions
of dollars in advertising sales.
Nielsen’s ratings are the industry’s
trading currency and they are
widely used by buyers and sellers
to transact with confidence.
We remain strongly committed
to both diary and PPM measurement. When it comes to the diary
service, we place a priority on
investments that help assure

compelled to buy the station most capable of reaching the largest number of potential customers and
to patiently wait for any hint of increased business.
Today, that’s changing.
Advertisers increasingly seek precision in assessing
their campaigns. Moreover, they’re intrigued by the
idea of pinpointing potential customers’ personal
interests, income, favorite products, preferred leisure
activities and even predicting things like when they’re
about to buy a new car or have a baby. Ever see a deluge
of Facebook ads with pictures of that gas grill you were
searching the internet for the night before? For better
or worse, pressure is building on radio to catch up.
Enter the partnership last month between iHeartMedia, Cumulus, Entercom, Cox and Sun with Shazam for a
“groundbreaking new audience measurement solution.”
The vague announcement led some to speculate that it
was an offensive against Nielsen, but Cumulus/Westwood
One Chief Insights Officer Pierre Bouvard says not so
fast. “Twenty years ago a guy named Bill Harvey, a genius,
said the cable set top box would allow us to extract second-by-second
tuning data with massive sample
sizes, and then we’ll be able to
match it to things like purchase
databases for targeting and measurement like we’d never done
before,” he explains. “Everybody
thought he was crazy, but here we
are 20 years later and people are
Pierre Bouvard
mining TV set top data from companies like Charter and TiVo. These are very big samples
that really help in finding the right audience for what
you’re selling.” And radio’s set top box, Bouvard says, is
the smartphone. That’s what the broadcast partnership
with Shazam is all about. “From there you start to explore
who has apps on it to try to create big samples of audio

that our samples represent the
market. On the PPM side, recent
enhancements in PPM encoding
technology have improved our
ability to detect audio exposure in
more challenging acoustic conditions. We are always focused
on advancing our measurement
techniques that will allow us to
continue to deliver high quality
radio ratings and insights.
We believe in the power of
Audio. Radio has tremendous
reach, it’s highly local and delivers a consistently strong return
for customers.

Bouvard won’t predict a timeline for when the
Shazam partnership will produce a working model or
even what it will look like. “It’s hard to tell because
with every new technology there’s crawl, walk and
run,” he says. “And it depends on what we want it to
do. But it’s brought attention to radio because every
advertiser wants to know about cool, innovative things
you’re doing to help their business and to quantify the
medium’s impact.”
THE PRESENT
For now, it’s about living with or without Nielsen
ratings. And because no two situations are alike, due
diligence is important for those considering a change.
While Dick Broadcasting owns the only two stations in
the market that don’t subscribe, they also happen to be
among its top performers. “It’d have been more difficult
to leave if I was managing a cluster of four or five stations
because I would have a tough time building a story about
stations four, five and six without the data,” Harlow says.
Paulus and Stone had their own advantages. Paulus was able to watch his competitors operate without
Nielsen for two years before leaving the fold himself.
And with non-subscribers now constituting almost
half of the market, the benefits of being a Nielsen
subscriber are arguably reduced. For Stone, the fact
that Adams and Bravo Mic were the last Nielsen
subscribers in Las Cruces undoubtedly made their
decisions to leave easier.
The bottom line is that dropping ratings or switching vendors shouldn’t be rushed. “Catch your breath
and just make it a business decision,” Paulus counsels.
“Looks at pros and cons, your expenditure, your
return on that expenditure and your market realities.
Then ask, ‘Does this expense level allow me to be a
better radio group?’ I certainly respect the people
who say it does. We decided it didn’t.”
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